
Postmodern words Threatening Threatening "policies"

Linguistic Imperialism Peterson et al https://youtu.be/YWVmDSMl30s?t=6673

Critical Theory NOT The same as "Critical Thinking " - but worded to sound as though it IS - in fact specifically designed to give one side only (Postmodernist view)

Critical methodology Theory - Criticise constantly - criticise everything you don't want - keep at it and silence your opponents - get everyone to criticeise the same things constantly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dgaUjH-kJ0&list=TLPQMzAwNjIwMjANPFgIS7ev1A&index=6

Diversity BUT NOT "Diversity of Opinion"
Inclusivity
Equity
intersectionality
Patriarchy

Rights now changed to "Demands"

Opprressed
Minoritty
Oppressive
white male
Tyranny
Cultural Appropriation
Tell a Story / Make a story
Narrative
Populist
Gender
Bigotry
Micro aggressions 
Trigger warnings
Toxic 
Hegemonic masculinity
Climate denier
Covid denier

Feminist
Activist
Social Justice
Groups

White Nationalist
White Supremacist Neo Nazi ?
Alt Right ?
Far Right ?
Discrimination
Nazi
Xenophobe



Mansplaining
Manspreading

Affirmative Consent https://youtu.be/YAzuy0kvaIk?t=481
Regulation

Student Debt Cancellation
Unsafe
Violence Can speech be violent and who decides ?
Harm

Intersectionality
Diverse
Marginalisation
Hate I AM allowed to Hate ! 
Hate speech
Intolerance
Attacked Note - Hyperbole in wordings

Safe
Safety
Safe Space

Racist
Homophobe
Transphobe
Misogyny (Misandrist is man hate)
Gender based violence Note SEX diiscrimination but here "Gender"
Rape Culture

Expert Used to rule out a "non-expert thinker"
"Speaking as a …."
Other women wo look like me ..

Bret Weinstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bz0oxIZ3xIg&list=TLPQMjYwNTIwMjCOEF493ojjsA&index=6

Bad Assumptions
Lived experience trumps population analysis
Reasonable people cannot disagree
Inquiry in itself is a bad thing Black Students at evergreen - berated for studying science
Meritocracy is some kind of Trap or trick used to promote historical privilege
Discomfort is in irtself Injury - purge uncomfortable things  from th educational landscape
Any time you find yourself on the defensive your opponent has pulled a fast one
When your opponent makes gains there has been a conspiracy

These bad assumptions result in Conclusions which  allw them to wield Power

Conclusions
If you oppose an equity proposal you are against Equity
If you defend yourself agaibnst accusations of Racism you are evidencing Racism
If you defend yourself against accusations of White supremacy you sre seeking to preserve your own privilege

Cultivated Insecurity 
Many people afraid to stand up and say what need to be said because of the way society is structured - fear of having emplotment an security attacked

tremendous support from peopl wh were afraid to speak - epidemic of cowardice


